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Air Handling Units

The application of AP air handling units

The AP type air handling units manufactured by 
AEROPRODUKT Zrt.  are widely used as:

    supply and exhaust fans,
    air cooling or heating equipment,
    dehumidification and heat pump equipment,
    clean room air handlers, 
    air conditioning equipment
  ventilation heat recovery equipment and central air 
handling unit as well for different premises and closed 
areas.

We design the units taking in consideration the requests 
of our costumers, this way the units can be applied 
ideally to fulfill the ventilation demands in the following 
fields:
    department stores, shopping centers
    industrial and exhibition halls,
    swimming pools
    hotels and entertainment facilities
    banks and insurance agencies
    hospitals and other communal areas 

We also offer custom solutions for our partners. 
On the emerging customs demands our highly qualified 
engineers recommend adequate, energy efficient 
solutions.
The aim of AEROPRODUKT Zrt. is to offer high quality 
air handling units to the customers with continuous 
technical innovation and to become determining 
producer on the market.

AP modular air handling units

high quality materials
active parts from famous supplier
control system
high efficiency
durability
energy-efficient operation
low sound levels
minimal service demand
dimensioning program

SWIMMING POOL

INDUSTRIAL CLEAN ROOMS/HOSPITAL

SHOPPING CENTERS/HOTELS

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
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The AP air handing units are modular design, thanks to this 
the units can assembled in accordance with the functional 
purpose by selecting and arranging the corresponding 
sections. 

Taking into consideration our customers demands and the 
equipment requirements several versions can be 
constructed. 

We consider important that our equipments must have 
corresponding local and international certifications. In this 
spirit our units are certified by the ÉMI – A-2038/2012 -, 
and by GÉPMI –T-10246/2012X. 
We also consider essential that the technical parameters of 
our units should meet the requirements of standard MSZ 
EN 1886:2007.

Our dimensioning software, developed together with 
Bausoft Kft. is the result of many years of professional 
experience. The software takes in consideration the 
demands of our customers and makes possible to design 
special arranged and sized units as well.

We manufacture the standard design AP units in 18 typified 
sizes with the most recent functioning sections available on 

3the market. The airflow range is 1.000 - 100.000 m /h.
If it is needed we can design and produce intermediate sizes 
as well, after prior technical consultation. 

Basically the units are designed to be placed indoor 
(machinery room) and to operate in non-aggressive 
environment. The treated air can have normal clearness. 
When asking for quotation, please indicate your demand 
and we will examine the possibility of application. This 
way we can offer outdoor and explosion proof design as 
well.

The frame of the unit is a rigid extruded aluminum frame, 
joined with plastic corner casting.
The casing is made of insulated “sandwich” double skinned 
panels that are screwed on the frame. In basic design the 
insulation is PUR foam, but it can be sound-proof mineral 
wool as well. For strength reasons the casting and the 
extruded frame structure elements are made in two sizes. As 
option the frame- and panel structure can be ordered in 
thermal bridge construction. Basically  the panels are 
painted light gray RAL 7035. On demand the air handling 
units can be painted at any color according to RAL color 
chart.

On demand we can manufacture the units in outside or 
hygienic design as well. The outside units are covered with 
a galvanized  sheet protecting  roof and are equipped with 
an suction hood. 
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The range of AP air handling units
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Type
b               

[mm]

h              

[mm]

B               

[mm]

H               

[mm]

AP01 619 310 719 410

AP02 919 310 1015 410

AP04 619 619 719 719

AP05 619 825 719 925

AP06 919 619 1015 719

AP08 919 825 1015 925

AP11 919 1119 1015 1219

AP12 1375 825 1475 925

AP16 1375 1119 1475 1219

AP20 1375 1269 1475 1369

AP25 1375 1676 1475 1776

AP26 1875 1269 1975 1369

AP35 1875 1676 1975 1776

AP40 1875 1860 1975 2000

AP50 2375 1860 2475 2000

AP55 2375 2146 2475 2286

AP65 2850 2146 2950 2286

AP90 2850 2769 2950 2909

Casing strenght class: 
Casing leakage class: 
Casing thermal transmittance class: 
Casing thermal bridging factor: 

1A
3A
T2

The panel constructions correspond to the 
prescriptions of standard MSZ EN 1886:2007.:

Air Handling Units
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The AP unit housing

Side panels:
The side panels are 50 mm width. The sections that 
required regular inspection ( fan , filter ) are equipped 
with have hinged access doors or with fixing hoof, if their 
width is between 150 and 650 mm. The side panels and 
the access doors are equipped with rubber profiles that 
provide excellent air tightness and insulation. 
The panels that are installed with fixing hoof, can be 
dismounted by hand, without any tool. The lock on the 
door can be opened with an allen key. When locking the 
door is pressed on his frame and this way it is closed 
tightly. The door can be opened on the left or on the right. 
In case of special requirement the side panels can  be 
supplied with polycarbonate inspection windows 
respectively inside light.

Flexible connections:
The flexible connections assure the vibration free 
connection of the air handlers to the air duct system. They 
can be used up to 50 ºC.

Weather proof louvers and hoods:
At the outdoor design units weather proof louvers and 
hoods can be mounted. The specific design of the 
horizontal blades prevents rain to drop in the air handling 
unit. A bird protective grid is placed behind the blades.

Control damper:
The control dampers are made of extruded aluminum. 
The damper blades move in opposite direction. They are 
driven by plastic gears that are thermally resistant up to 
50 ºC. Sealing rubber profile is placed on the edge of the 
blades. The damper  can  be activated manually or by 
motor.

The 80 mm height base frame is an indispensable 
accessory  of  the shipping sections. The transport of the 
sections can be done with the help of the holes that are 
located on the  frame. 
In case of special vibration  insulation requirements or 
whenever the place of installation is not plane or the 
bottom of the unit should be elevated because of the 
siphon connecting to the droplet drain, optionally we can 
deliver 120 mm high base frame as well.

The air handling units are manufactured with right and 
left access side. The access side is defined depending on 
the air flow direction and it indicates the position of the 
doors as well.
    RIGHT - when we look in alignment with the airflow 
direction the access side is on the right  ( supply )
    LEFT - when we look in alignment with the airflow 
direction the access side is on the left ( supply )
On the access side the minimum clearance needed in 
order to change the filter and to take out the larger 
elements ( fan, coil ) must be equal with the width of the 
air handling unit.
 

ACCESS SIDE

RIGHT

ACCESS SIDE
LEFT

PUR foam
Insulation thickness:    
Roof and bottom panel:   
Fire class (DIN 4102):
Thermal conductivity:         
Heat transfer coefficient:         
Sound reduction index (R):  

         

50 mm

B2
0,028 (W/m*k)

20,54 W/m *K
27 (dB)

70 mm

Mineral wool

50 mm

A1
0,035 (W/m*k)

20,6 W/m *K
29 (dB)

70 mm

weather hood

fixing hoof

panel side door lock

base frame

control damper

Insulation thickness:    
Roof and bottom panel:   
Fire class (DIN 4102):
Thermal conductivity.         
Heat transfer coefficient:        
Sound reduction index (R):

         

OPTION
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915x310

619x310

619x825

619x619

915x825

915x619

1375x915

915x1119

1375x1269

1375x1119

1875x1269

1375x1676

1875x1860

1875x1676

2375x2146

2375x1860

2850x2769

2850x2146

Type

4,543,52,5 31,5 2

2850x2769

inside section [mm x mm]

air speed [m/s]
on the inside section

5 m/s1 m/s

The allowed airflows for AP air handing units

3
Air flow [m /h]
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Air inlets and mixing box sections

The blades of the dampers are moving in opposite direction, 
so they do not deflect the airflow. The shaft ends are sealed 
airtight. On the access side one shaft is extended, with this 
the damper mechanism can be activated manually or by a 
servomotor. 
Due to built in plastic and rubber parts the dampers can not 
operate permanently above 50 ºC, but as an option can be 
ordered dampers with thermal resistance above 80ºC.
 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5
End panel with damper 

and/or with flexible connection
End section with damper installed

 on end panel and/or with 
flexible connection 

End mixing section with damper
 and/or with flexible connection 

Mixing section with damper 
and/or with flexible connection 

with upper connection 

M6 M7 M8 M9 M10
Mixing section with damper 

and/or  with flexible connection 
with side connection  

Mixing section for stacked unit with 
damper and/or with flexible 

connection with inside damperl 

Full size damper with 
flexible connection 

End section with side damper
 and/or with flexible connection

Mixing section for stacked end unit 
with damper and/or  with 

flexible connection

End section with upper side 
connection  damper and/or with 

flexible connection

Filter section

F1 F2 F3
Panel filter with 50 mm width in basic design 

with slide rail, filter class G3-G4
V filter with 50 mm width in basic design 

with slide rail, in grease  trap as well

Depending on the dust and other pollutant load  of the air to 
be treated and on the specified purity of the treated air the 
use of several filter types can be justified. 
Basically the following the filter types can be  used:
    panel filters with plastic, paper or expanded aluminum 
    plastic filters in bag arrangement
There are four solutions to place the filters made of 
different materials having different f i l tering 
characteristics:

F1 Sliding rail arrangement, with dimensions suitable to 
place panel filters. The applicable filters can be made of 
expanded aluminum, plastic and paper ( zig-zag ). 

F2 Sliding  rail arrangement for bag filters. The  
constructional dimensions of the section enable the 
application of filters with various bag depths. 

 
 
 

Bag filter with slide rail, filter class G3-G4

F3 Sliding  rail arrangement for V filters. The applicable 
filters can be the same as in case of F1, but in order to 
increase the useful surface the arrangement is different. 
However the thickness of the filter cells can be just 45 mm. 
They  are handled  from  the  side, through an access door. 
In the grease trap version the cells can be only of expanded 
aluminum and a drop tray is built in the element. 

Front flow filter wall. This is a solution 
recommended for high purity filtering  (from EU-6). The 
filter cells are placed in "filter nests". The filter cells are 
handled on the "dirty" side, through a handling door.

At each filtering section the handling is made from side. 
The access side panel can be opened without any tool.
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Fan sections

The section contains usually a double inlet, free suction fan, 
that is mounted on a supporting structure common with the 
motor or a backward curved fan without volute. Under the 
supporting structure vibration attenuator rubber springs are 
placed. The complete fan unit can be pulled out towards the 
access side.
In both cases a three-phase, asynchronous, short-circuited 
rotor motor is applied. The motor protection is IP 55, but at 
request different motor protection class can be chosen. The 
discharge stub of the fan is connected to the plate that 
separates the sucked space at V3 type section and to the 
discharge panel in the case of V1, V2, V4 type section with 
a flexible connection. The flexible connection is heat 
resistant up to 50 ºC. In special cases can be ordered to be 
resistant up to 80 ºC. 
On the access side hinged access door is mounted in order 
to have proper access to the fan or to the electric motor.  
 
 

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

Heat recovery sections

R1 R2 R3

Fan with 90º casing position Fan with 0º casing position Fan with 180º casing position Fan with 90/0/180º casing positionFan with 90º casing position-as 
intermediate section

Plate heat recovery section 
The heat recovery unit is a direct air to air heat exchanger, 
where the exhaust and fresh air flows in counter flow 
between the plates. Every part of the unit is made of 
aluminum. The exchanger is equipped with a by-pass. The 
task of the bypass on the one hand is frost protection on the 
other hand is to mix a part of the exhaust air to the fresh air 
trough the heat recovery unit. To evacuate the condensate 
there is a condensate tray under the outlet side of the 
exhaust air. If it is needed a droplet eliminator can be placed 
on this side as well.

 Heat-pipe heat recovery section
The R3 heat recovery section contains an aluminum finned 
copper tube heat-pipe coil filled with freon. The number of 
the rows and the fin distance can be selected according the 
desired efficiency.

Heat recovery wheel
The R4 section contains a regenerative heat recovery 
wheel. When selecting this type of section must be taken 
into account that due to the geometrical shape the air 
velocity on the surface of heat recovery wheel and due to 
this the pressure drop is bigger than in case of any other 
solution. 
The efficiency of this unit type is the best. 
 

Bypass

Bypass

Bypass

R4
Plate heat recovery section with bypass damper Heat pipe heat recovery section with bypassPlate heat recovery section with 

changeover damper
Heat recovery wheel 
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C1 C2H1 H2
Water/glycol cooling coil 
with droplet eliminator

Water /glycol heating coil Closed-loop  exchanger with 
max. 8 rows-cooling side

Electric heater 

H4
Closed-loop heat recovery coils 
with max. 8 rows-heating side

H3
direct oil- or gas-fired heater unit

Coils sections

Basically we use two coil types. The so called basic, kept on 
stock design is 2 or 3 row in case of water and 1 row in case 
of steam. In case of greater capacity we build in more of 
these coils one after the other. 
The coils are placed in the panel-frame structure within 
upper and lower guide railings 
The guide railings are fastened to the top and bottom plates 
thus the coil can not move during transport.  The stubs of 
the coil can be led out through a bore prepared on the rear 
panel. The air-tightness of the stub-outlet is provided by a 
rubber disc placed on the stub from outside. 
In case of frost danger sufficient space should be provided 
in the heating coil section to place the frost protection 
thermostat. Fastening elements are delivered by the 
manufacturer for  placing the capillary tube of the 
thermostat. Frost protecting thermostats are to be mounted 
on site. 
In the cooling coil section, after the cooling coil there is 
mounted a droplet eliminator. The drop eliminator and the 
coil have the same front section. The whole cooling coil 
section is placed in an aluminum drop tray. The bottom 
guide railing is placed right next to the tray so the cooling 
coil, same as the heating coil, can be easily pulled out. The 
coil is moving together with the tray. 
A threaded stub welded to the tray serves for draining off 
the condensed water. 
The direct oil-or gas-fired heater unit contains an air heater 
body incorporated into a carcass structure and an oil- or 
gas-fired block burner. It can be selected according to the 
required heating power .

füstcsőcsonk

40
0

Sound attenuator sections

The sound attenuators built in the air handling units are 
splitter type. The splitters contain a sound absorbing fill 
mounted into a steel sheet frame structure, its lateral surface 
is covered with glass veil.
The sterile version splitters are performed with washable, 
disinfectable surfaces.

S1
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Speciális elemek

The adiabatic air humidifier is made of two structural units. 
Its bottom part is a basin, welded from stainless steel sheet. 
The connecting stubs required for operation, if the designer 
does not indicate otherwise, are led out on the rear side. 
Fresh water supply is provided and the water level of the 
basin is adjusted through a ball valve by a floating ball 
valve. A boiler filling cock is placed on these fittings to 
which a rubber hose, required for the periodical cleaning of 
the basin, can be attached.
Stand tubes are fastened on the pressure pipe welded in the 
water basin. The ÖP 3/8" type atomizers are fastened to the 
stand tubes.The suction basket is attached to the suction 
stub welded to the side of the basin. It can be dismounted  
manually for cleaning. The suction basket has a kind of 
tubular structure made of a two-ply copper wire mesh.  The 
overflow fitting is placed on the overflow stub within the 
humidifier section. The cleanable siphon, with 2" 
connecting dimension is placed outside the section. 
The emptying stub placed at the bottom of the basin is 
closed with a closing cap.
A foot path running across the larger conditioners facilitates 
the internal cleaning of the basin, the maintenance and 
checking of the fittings.

The droplet pre-separating post-separating sections are 
placed at the air inlet and outlet planes of of the basin. The 
upper structural unit of the air washing element appearance 
is identical to the frame-panel structural units of the air 
conditioner. 
There is an inspection window on the access door and a 
special lamp placed on the roof to illuminate the internal 
space. These serve for visual inspection.

K1 Element serves for the air humidification with dry 
steam. Its design comprises the frame + panel structure with 
condensate collecting tray, stub and siphon accessory 
according  to the given type. The type of the injecting tube 
of the electric steam generator - blower to be built in should 
be checked with the manufacturer. 
 

K1
Compressor section for condenser or compressor

E1
Empty section

N1
Air humidifier section
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AP-H légkezelő nagy tisztaságú/steril rendszerekhez optimalizálva

Type: 
AP-H Hygienic modular air handling unit

The most important task of the hygienic air handling units is 
to keep at an acceptable minimum or to eliminate the 
harmful materials occurring in the air, thus preventing the 
diseases of people. 
The up to date air handlers must correspond to certain laws 
and hygienic prescriptions. These are the followings:
   The hygienic air handling units must have a completely 
smooth inner surface. There can not be any sharp angle and 
welding, overhanging structure and gap. The inner panels 
of the unit are made of painted sheets, but in case of demand 
they can get stainless steel cover as well.
   Every gap and orifice has to be closed up by sterilized 
sealant. At this type of units for sealing we use special, 
fungal resistant, certified material.
    In case of filters at least F7 filter class is recommended. 
Of course, on demand, we can build in higher fiter class 
filters as well. The filters are placed in nests. The filter cells 
are handled on the "dirty" side, through a handling door, 
this way the contaminants can not get in the purified, 
disinfected area. 
    The cooling coils in every case are equipped with a drop 
tray made of stainless steel. The tray is discharged through a 
siphon. The coil can be cleaned easily by pulling out. 
   The splitters of the sound attenuator must be washable 
and desinfectable, thus the surface of the splitters must be 
covered with a waterproofing membrane. 
   In case of hygienic design it is advisable to use closed-
loop heat recovery coils, so that the fresh air and the exhaust 
air should not meet. 
If a plate heat recovery section is built in the air handler is 
adviseble to put a filter in the supply side after the heat 
recovery section.
These type of units should be cleaned out at least once a 
year. Al the section that can be pulled out (filter, coil, fan) 
must be desinfected. 
This type of air handling units can be used to serve 
healthcare facilities (hospitals), respective industrial clean 
rooms (pharmaceutical industry).

The hygienic air handlers normally are placed in machinery 
rooms, that must correspond to certain minimal hygienic 
requirements. It is important that cold and warm water 
should be available in the machinery room. In order to 
maintain the adequate hygiene the floor must be washable 
with corresponding slope to the floor drain.
The ventilation of the room must be adequate in order to 
avoid possible moisture condensations.
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Technical specification:
The control system is designed specially for air handling 
units. The system has modular structure and has a central 
unit. The system elements communicate with each other 
through Modbus.

  The central unit controls and regulates the system. The 
different modules and the remote controller are jointed on 
the central unit. It can be reached on Web interface as well 
where the actual characteristic values of the systems can 
displayed.

   The FAN IO modules do the measurements on each side 
(supply and exhaust), that are transmitted to the Master 
module. It contains two pressure difference gauges, in 
order to detect the fan failures and filter engorgement.

   The fans are inverter driven, that serves to control the fan 
motors speed. It can be controlled through Modbus 
respectively with 0-10V control signal. It has built-in EMC 
filtering. Basically the speed can be set in two stages 
(economic, comfort).
   On the wall terminal can be chosen the two air conditions. 
Through the menu of this module the user can modify the 
basic parameters and settings of the system.

  The damper actuating system consists of two control 
dampers, on fresh air side and exhaust (WASTE ) air side, 
with damper actuators.
The frost protection of the heating coil is assured by the 
frost protection thermostat connected to the regulator.
The control of the cooling and heating coil, respectively the 
by-pass damper is continuous control. The engorgement of 
filters and fan belt breaking is detected by pressure 
difference switchers. 
In case of filter engorgement and fan belt breaking the light 
signals placed on the electrical switch box are warning 
about the problem.

All the built-in control and actuator elements are wired 
ready to the electrical switch box. In the electrical switch 
box are terminals for: the main power supply, control 
wiring, main- and service switchers, fuses, the outside 
measuring and control signals, all components of motor 
c o n t r o l  a s  m o t o r  p r o t e c t i o n ,  s w i t c h e r s .

   

AP air handling unit control system
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central unitelectrical switch box

three way valves damper actuator

FAN IO modul wall terminal

heat recovery wheel motor prohibiting fan switch
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